[The role of «Youth and aging proteins» in essential hypertension pathogenesis.]
Essential hypertension (EG) is an age-associated disease. Often EG of elderly patients haven't good way of treatment. Thus, the search of new target molecules for EG therapy is an actual goal of gerontology and molecular medicine. It was shown, that during EG concentrations of GDF11 «youth protein» decreased in 3,3 times and GDF15, JAM-A/1, CCL11 «aging proteins» increased in 1,4-2,4 times. EG patients have abnormal microcirculation processes. It was shown as decreasing in 1,3 and 1,7 times of hemodynamic HI1 and H1-H3 indexes. EG patients have negative correlation of GDF15 concentration with arterial pressure. EG patients have no correlation of JAM-A/1 concentration with arterial pressure. Normal is positive correlation with GDF15, JAM-A/1 concentration with arterial pressure. GDF15 blood level during EG have positive correlation with HI1-HI3 and negative correlation with NEUR_HI2 and MAYER_HI3 indexes. It can show on pathogenesis mechanisms of endothelial and smooth muscles function of vessels tissues. We suppose, that the regulation of GDF11, GDF15, JAM-A/1, CCL11 «youth and aging proteins» can be target object of EG therapy.